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Learning effectively on your
Developing intellectual curiosity
Writing clearly and effectively
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Making decisions/judgments 
based on evidence/reasoning
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Percentage of Faculty Who Think Culminating 
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• What do these results suggest about designing             
and sustaining senior culminating experiences?
• Which students at your institution are less likely 
to experience a culminating experience? Should 
it  be made more widespread?
• What do you know about the qualities of the 
capstones at your campus?
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To Ponder
“We owe it to seniors to provide an opportunity 
to reflect, plan, bring closure and ensure a 
successful transition as productive citizens.”
Have students embodied the mission 
of the university that was frequently 
paraded before them at first‐year 
orientation? Can we confidently turn 
our graduates loose in the 
community?
‐ John Gardner, author Senior Year Experience
Final Word: How can we ensure 
more students have a meaningful 
senior culminating experience?
Be Intentional about Exposing 
Students to Educationally 
Effective Practice
